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ABSTRACT: 

The raw Urdu corpus comprises of irregular and large sentences which need to be properly segmented in order to make 
them useful in Natural Language Engineering (NLE). This makes the Compound Sentences Segmentation (CSS) timely 
and vital research topic. The existing online text processing tools are developed mostly for computationally developed 
languages such as English, Japanese and Spanish etc., where sentence segmentation is mostly done on the basis of 
delimiters.  

Our proposed approach uses special characters as sentence delimiters and computationally extracted sentence-end-
letters and sentence-end-words as identifiers for segmentation of large and compound sentences. The raw and un-
annotated input text is passed through preprocessing and word segmentation. Urdu word segmentation itself is a 
complex task including knotty problems such as space insertion and space deletion etc. Main and subordinate clauses 
are identified and marked for subsequent processing. The resultant text is further processed in order to identify, extract 
and then segment large as well as compound sentences into regular Urdu sentences.  

Urdu computational research is in its infancy. Our work is pioneering in Urdu CSS and results achieved by our 
proposed approach are promising. For experimentation, we used a general genre raw Urdu corpus containing 2616 
sentences and 291503 words. We achieved 34% improvement in reduction of average sentence length from 111 w/s to 
38 w/s (words per sentence).  This increased the number of sentences by almost three times to 7536 shorter and 
computationally easy to manage sentences. Resultant text reliability and coherence are verified by Urdu language 
experts.  

Keywords: Urdu sentence segmentation, sentence tokenization, word tokenization, compound sentence 
segmentation, Urdu conjunction extraction, Urdu sentence delimiter identification. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION: 

Urdu Compound Sentence Segmentation using words and conjunctions as delimiters is a complex task. Most of the 
available raw corpora contain large sentences which are combination of sentences with conjunctions or without 
conjunctions. Such sentences are called compound sentences. Such sentences make it challenging for automated and 
computational processes such as text summarization, parsing and named entity recognition etc. [7][19]. 
 
There are some online tools available that segment sentences on the basis of sentence termination marks. For example;   
 

1.1. Automatic Sentence Segmentation 
1.2. Morph Adorner Sentence Splitter Example 

 
Automatic sentence segmentation alters simple text into separate sentence per line format by simply adding return code 
after sentence termination mark but most tools cannot handle abbreviation’s like Dr., Mr., p.m., Prof., a.m. This online 
tool covers most of those abbreviations. It also provides editing facility after resulting text to cover up the remaining 
abbreviations [1]. Morph Adorner Sentence Splitter uses punctuation marks to split sentences but punctuation marks 
not always define sentence termination mark for example ellipses, abbreviations, acronym, or decimal system and in 
some of the poems not even have any termination mark in it. Morph Adorner Sentence Splitter works best for plain 
English text and unlike Automatic Sentence Segmentation it covers more abbreviations [2]. 
 
Unlike Urdu English is not even suffering from this problem too much as most of the sentences are already separated 
from each other, Urdu on the other hand has even sentences in a form of paragraph which in self contains many 
sentences and our proposed idea is to identify those sentences and convert them into more than one sentences on the 
basis of these words [3,4]. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW: 

Sentence segmentation is a relatively new topic of research in computationally developing languages. We could not 
find any automated sentence boundary segmentation tool in Urdu language. Aroonmanakun W., analyzed sentence and 
word segmentation in Thai language [5]. They considered sentence discourse where combination of phrases and some 
clues are used for each discourse segmentation process. Baseer et al. presents a sophisticated Romanized Urdu Corpus 
utilizes tokens with the uppermost frequency of occurrence in the data set, which was collected from participants who 
uses Romanized Urdu as a mean of communication [6]. Xu et al. used IBM word alignment for sentence segmentation 
for translation tasks of English and Chinese in the news domain [7]. The focus of this technique is to use lexicon 
information to identify sentence segmentation point to split compound sentences into multiple sentences. This paper 
proposed a technique to split large sentences into multiple ones because the longer the sentences the more problems are 
faced by their proposed system, subsequently resulting into higher computation cost and compromised quality in word 
alignment. Habib et al. presented a novel approach that records properly segmented words in order to avoid the 
classical space insertion and space deletion problems in native script Urdu text [13][15]. Their proposed solutions can 
be of direct value in Urdu sentence segmentation.    
 
Xue, N. and Yang, Y., focuses on how Chinese uses comma, exclamation marks and questions marks for sentence 
boundary indication. Proposed model is being tested and trained on data provided by Chinese tree bank and the 
accuracy achieved by this model is up to 90% [8,9]. Rehman, Z. and Anwar, W., uses rule based algorithm and 
Unigram statistical model to deal with Urdu sentence boundary disambiguate. Initial result before testing and training 
were 90% precision, 92.45% F1-measure and 86% recall, but after same testing data and training, results improved to 
99.36% precision, 97.89% F1-measure and 96.45% recall [10]. Kiss and Strunk presented language-independent 
approach. In this paper assumptions are made that once abbreviations are identified most of the ambiguities will be 
eliminated while detecting sentence boundary. In order to detect high accuracy abbreviations, proposed system define 
three rules which required independence of context and type of candidate. The system was tested on different text types 
and eleven different languages [11]. A number of related research points out to interesting aspects of text segmentation 
and optimized input systems. Habib et al. proposed an optimized system and input methods with respect to various 
modern devices for Urdu composing [18]. Adnan et al. assessed the realization of smartphones learning objects in 
computing adaptive learning paths of undergraduate university students. Jurish and Würzner introduced a “WASTE” 
method for segmentation of text into tokens and sentences. Hidden Markov Model is used as a segment boundary 
detection. Model parameters were defining from pre-segmented corpora. Such corpora are available as an aligned 
multi-lingual corpora and treebanks [12]. 
 
Hearst, M.A., A presents technique called TextTiling in which text is segmented into multi-paragraph units that is 
subtopics or passages. Identification of sub-topics is done using lexicon co-occurrence and distribution patterns. This 
segmentation can further be used for text summarization and information retrieval [16]. In Evang, K., et al. technique 
the accuracy achieved by rule based model Tokenization is considered as no problem, but issue regarding rule-based is 
its language specific rules and maintenance. This paper used unsupervised feature learning combining it with 
supervised sequence labeling on character level to accomplish segmentation and high accuracy word goal. Evaluation 
of proposed system is done on three different languages with the error rate of 0.76% (Italian), 0.27% (English), and 
0.35% (Dutch) [16]. Xu, L.F., et al. proposes an idea of segmenting long sentences into short one using conjunctions in 
them. Long sentences took a lot of machine translation resources for processing. Punctuations were used previously for 
segmentation but dealing with long sentences that was not enough. This paper presents rule-based approach on 
conjunctions to segment Chinese long sentences. 901 conjunctions were found in 10 patent papers during 
experimentation. Using rule-based approach, 89% accuracy was achieved [17]. Gibson E., et al proposes 
Comprehension of sentences technique. Comprehension of sentences means applying constraints using available 
computational resources to integrate variety of information sources. Four types of comprehension techniques are 
explained in this paper. (1) phrase-level contingent frequency constraints, (2) locality-based computational resource 
constraints, (3) contextual constraints, and (4) lexical constraints [19]. 
 
3. URDU SENTENCE SEGMENTATION OPERATIONS: 
 
Sentence Segmentation is a process of identifying sentence boundaries. Previous researcher’s focuses on using only 
punctuations as a boundary detection. Our proposed research not only uses punctuations, it also uses words as a 
delimiters and conjunctions as boundary markers to segment sentences appropriately.  
 

3.1. RAW CORPUS: 
 

Raw corpus has been collected by several means which includes websites, books, Urdu magazines, newspapers etc., we 
categories them into more general form that is online and offline category. Online category involves websites, online 
books and newspapers. While offline involves Magazines, newspapers, books etc. The collected raw corpus contains 
large and compound sentences including combination of conjunction and non-conjunction sentences. These sentences 
require two different methodologies for segmentation. The former is compound sentence segmentation and the latter is 
sentence tokenization which are described in the following.   
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3.2. WORDS/CHARACTER SEGMENTATION: 
 
Conjunctions and delimiter words and characters are identified using words and character segmentation techniques. 
Individual words and characters in text are split on the basis of complex processing including space, joiner and non-
joiner properties keeping in view the complex problems of Urdu specific space insertion and space deletion [3][10][19]. 
The segmented words and characters are then analyzed for conjunctions and delimiting words and characters.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure.1. Compound Sentence Segmentation and Sentence Tokenization Architecture 
 

  
3.3. COMPOUND SENTENCE IDENTIFICATION: 

 
The issues with longer sentences is high consumption of resources such as processing time. We look for 
conjunction containing sentences and we analyze that the subordinate clause of sentences are mostly the 
explanation of main clause, which makes sentence extra-large. The options in dealing with compound sentences are 
two, first is to eliminate those sentences completely but by doing so, we may be risking useful information. Second 
option is to trim those sentences by eliminating sub-ordinate clause i.e. the explanatory part of the sentence.  
 
We use a pattern matching approach for identification of conjunctions containing sentences. We came up with the 
list of conjunction words which we generated from pre tagged corpus, using this list of words conjunction 
containing sentences are easily detectable. List of conjunction words we are given below. 
 

مگر ! بلک! ! چنانچ! ! $عنی ! گو"ا ! $عنی ! ل#کن ! ک%ونک!   
 
Naturally occurring raw corpus text examples are mentioned in the following.  
 

Conjunction 
Sentences 
identification 

Non-
Conjunction 
Sentences 
identification 

Raw$
Corpus!

Online Source: 
Internet 

Offline Source: Books, 
News Papers etc. 

Compound 
Sentence 

Segmentation  

Removing)
sub"ordinate)

clause!

Applying(
Boundary)
Markers!

Resultant)
Sentences!

Pre-processing  

Word 
Segmentation  
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3.4. With Conjunction part: 
 

ت"ی گئی پہنچ ب"ی نفر! کی پول"س لئے کے کرنے قابو کو حاال! پر موقع "!  کا#نا بجلی کی عالقے تما! ک! کہا نے عبد&لنع"م کونسلر سابق مگر 
۔چاہئے کا#نی بجلی $نکی صر! ہ"ں !%$جبا پر لوگو! جن ہے &%ا#تی سر#سر سات! کے عو"!  

 
3.5. Without Conjunction part: 

 
۔ => موقع پر حاال7 کو قابو کرنے کے لئے پول1س کی نفر+ ب"ی پہنچ گئی ت"ی  

 
We exclude “!"#” from conjunction list because it is not only used as a joiner in a sentence but as a joiner between 
two nouns too for example;  

 
جماعت .سالمی .0/ .لخدمت فا&نڈ#شن  

The remaining sentences in corpus contain combination of multiple sentences. These sentences do not contain 
conjunctions but they need to be segmented. For this purpose, we pass resultant text to the next process called 
Sentence Tokenization. 

 
3.6. SENTENCE TOKENIZATION: 

 
Sentence tokenization segments large sentences from single into multiple ones. We target words as delimiters to 
identify sentence boundaries. For example;  

 
.Jجوک8شن Gف8سر عقل باCشاA نے کہاک< ہما,> ب:ت8جے کی -فا6 پر 4نگو کے عو.* .-, تما* مکاتب فکر کی 1نگو(ب-و*,*پو*()&پ$ی &س$رکٹ 

جانب سے تعز<تی پ6غاماC پر ,ہل عالقK کے نہا<ت مشکو(ہ6ں ,F خ6االC کا ,Bہا( @پ?ی ,<جوک6شن 8ف6سر عقل با0شا# نے ,پنی (ہائش گا# پر 
تعال5ٰکی مہربانی سے $# کے خاند$# $(% سوگو$%$# نے هللا 3 نے کہا ک+ .!قع+ *لخر!' ہے مگر !صحاف&و2 سے با/ چ&ت کرتے ہوئے ک&ا $نہو

-ہل عالق> کے JعاI' سے پوG4 خاند-3 کو صبر جم:ل عطا ہوئی کہاک> ف:ا9 مرحو1 کے سوگو4-3 -3 تما1 حضر-, جنہو' نے نما"! ‘بز$گو! 
کے ,لی مشکو% ہ#ں۔جنا;: م/ں شرکت کی )ا بذ2)ع1 0/لی فو# تعز)ت کی $# سب   

 
Above example is a single large sentence which is a combination of multiple sentences with 110 words in it. In 
available corpus Urdu is full of these kind of sentences. These delimiting words are identified manually from single 
chunk of file because analyzing large file manually is time consuming and it may take weeks to generate list of 
delimiting words and still that list will not be enough. Delimiting boundary list is not limited to this corpus only to 
achieve better results in segmenting large sentences this corpus also needs constant updating with constant manual 
updating of delimiting words also. We generate that list using a chunk of file is to carry on our experimentation and 
we accomplish significant results. For example, the above single sentence is analyzed for delimiting words and on 
the basis of this list above sentence is segmented down into 4 sentences with average length of 27 words per each 
sentence.  

ما,> ب:ت8جے کی -فا6 پر 4نگو کے عو.* .-, تما* مکاتب فکر کی Eنگو(ب1وABAپوA@)=پ;ی =س;رکٹ 89جوک1شن 3ف1سر عقل با*شا) نے کہاک" ہ
جانب سے تعز+تی پ#غاما9 پر 6ہل عالق1 کے نہا+ت مشکو%ہ#ں۔  

! #R خ.اال5 کا #Oہا? NپMی #Lجوک.شن Hف.سر عقل باCشا> نے #پنی ?ہائش گا> پر صحاف.و+ سے با5 چ.ت کرتے ہوئے ک.ا۔ #نہو+ نے کہا ک% $#قع 
+ہل عالق9 کے 8عا56 سے پو01 خاند+* کو صبر جم"ل ‘تعال7ٰکی مہربانی سے *( کے خاند*( *,$ سوگو*$*( نے بز$گو! هللا *لخر!' ہے مگر !

عطا ہوئی کہاک2 ف0اI مرحوG کے سوگو3&% &% تماG حضر&D جنہوB نے نما=> جنا=> م0ں شرکت کی۔ (ا بذ3(ع2 01لی فو% تعز(ت کی &% سب کے 
,لی مشکو% ہ#ں۔۔  

 
3.6.1. Sentence Boundary Maker: 

 
Complexity of delimiting words of sentence boundary markers rises when generated list of delimiting words turned 
into a part of another word and that word appears in the middle or start of sentence not at the end. To deal with 
these kind of sentences, we need to take our approach to another level as we cannot use unigram. For example, the 
following list of delimiter words are unigram. We cannot use them as boundary markers alone because these words 
can be a part of other words and that results in ambiguity. We require n-gram approach. For example; 
 

 کر"ں ! $سکے ! کئے ! جائے ! "!
 

1(  پر %$رنے 'حتجاجی سامنے کے ہا"! نر گو! #"! ہا"! پا&ل#م#نٹ ہم $#گر بصو"! کر"ں حل پر بن%ا#"! ترج#حی مسائل ہما"! 
۔ ہونگے مجبو!  

 
2( ہ"ں ہوچکے باغی ممبر کے &سمبلی صوبائی $پنے $سکے بلک! جاسکے کہا %ا$گا! کو جس ک"ا نہ"ں کا! $#سا کوئی نے نہو!   

 
3( نہ"ں ممکن ترقی بغ"ر کئے ختم ناُسو! کا نقل سے $%$#"! تعل#می   
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4( ہے جاتی "! ترج"ح کو کامو! 'جتماعی بجائے کی کامو! #نفر#"! پر $ہا!   
 

5( ہے جاتی "! ترج"ح کو کامو! 'جتماعی بجائے کی کامو! #نفر#"! پر $ہا!     
 

In example 1, 2 and 3 the delimiting words appear in the middle of sentences. In example 2 we also realize that 
there are two delimiters used one as a separate word and other as a part of other word for example جاسکے, which is 
a combination of word سکے$ and !. Same apply to example 4 and 5 i.e. بجائے and !"#نفر#. These delimiting words are 
also a combination of words i.e. بجائے is a combination of جائے and ! and !"#نفر# is a combination of !" and !نفر!. 
But that was not all there another issue Urdu delimiting words were having, some of these words were not even 
used in the sense of termination mark for example سکے$ in the above example 2 was not used in sense of a sentence 
boundary marker but it was used in a sense of “his” in that sentence, but the ratio of these words are low and they 
can also be handled by n-gram approach so this does not create any problem. Below Table 1 represents sentences 
boundary markers of unigram, bigram and trigram. We only include few of the boundary markers with their 
frequency from a single experiment. 
 

S. No. Frequency (sorted) Sentence Boundary Marker List 
 ہ"ں 259 1
 ت"ا 67 2
 گے 57 3
 ت"ے 36 4
گ"ا #"ا 20 5  
 ت"ی 13 6
 ہوگا 13 7
 ہوگی 11 8

 $ہاہے 5 9

 کرتاہے 1 10

کئے حو#لے 1 11  

ک"ے حاصل 1 12  

ہے کر#ئی 1 13  

کر"! شر"! تال! 1 14  

جائ"ں "! 1 15  

 
Table 1: Sentence boundary markers list with corresponding frequencies  

 
 

جائے کر#"ا کئے حو#لے !  ! $سکے م#سر  کر"! شر"! تال! !  کر"ں %$بط! !     
 
Some sentences contain two delimiting words and our model will add termination marks after both of these boundary 
markers, but that will not affect the sentence, because if sentence ends with first delimiting word it will still retain its 
meanings. For example; 
 

3.6.1.1. With two delimiting words: 
 

ہے۔ گ#ا۔ #"ا ب$#"ا م"ں 'پو$#شن گر#نڈ کو سب "! "! #ہے م"ں "قتد"! سا! "! جو  
 

3.6.1.2. Without second delimiting word: 
 

۔ گ"ا #"ا ب$#"ا م"ں 'پو$#شن گر#نڈ کو سب "! "! #ہے م"ں "قتد"! سا! "! جو  
 
It can be observed that from semantic point of view, the sentence preserves its meanings.  
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4. EVALUATION: 

The lack of appropriate hardware resources impeded delays in compiling results of our experiments. We used a 
personal computer running Microsoft Windows 8 for processing our general genre raw Urdu corpus containing 2616 
sentences and 291503 words. Computationally exhaustive iterative processing was not possible on such a workstation. 
It took more than two and a half days to process our raw corpus file and still it was not completed when the system 
suddenly shut down due to hardware failure. The only possible solution for this problem was the customary divide and 
conquer approach.  
 
We divided the experimentation file into 14 smaller chunks and experimented chunk-wise to identify compound and 
large sentences. Delimiting words were extracted with their respective frequencies in the text. Compound sentences are 
identified by the list of conjunctions present in them. All statistical results were accumulated and manually verified by 
Urdu language experts. Consolidated results of the respective 14 chunks are shown in the following table 2. 
 
 

S.No. 
Chunk (File) Size 

 No. of #"! مگر ک%ونک! ل#کن گو"ا $عنی چنانچ! بلک!
Sentences 

No. of Words 

1 184 20548 16 0 0 0 8 12 22 485 
2 175 21794 10 0 2 0 11 8 20 517 
3 274 28034 14 0 1 0 13 10 41 697 
4 285 26372 15 0 1 0 8 4 29 661 
5 270 27165 13 0 1 0 11 9 41 677 
6 264  22956 15 0 1 0 9 3 22 582 
7 211 25773 6 0 2 0 10 7 27 629 
8 163 25621 17 0 1 1 17 7 36 626 
9 184 22228 7 0 1 1 6 5 45 568 
10 124 15326 7 0 2 0 8 2 15 335 
11 104 12364 4 0 0 0 2 2 19 284 
12 99 10172 6 0 1 0 2 4 17 277 
13 142 15075 4 0 1 0 14 9 18 400 
14 137 18075 3 0 0 0 11 6 28 457 
∑ 2616 291503 137 0 14 2 130 88 380 7195 

 
Table 2: Conjunctions and delimiting words extracted from the raw Urdu corpus 

 
In table 2, we also generate frequency of !"# as a conjunction and it appears 485 times in a text. This was done due to 
realization of the fact that !"# is not only used as a conjunction but also as a part of other words. For example; 
 

  $#"! ! 'ال%$شا! ! پشا"! ! نچ$ا"! ! مشا#"!  ! '&%کزئی 
 
These are the words that contain conjunction word “!"#”. These words are the combination of two words. For example, 
in کزئی%&' and !"#$, the word !"#is at the beginning and it is a combination of کزئی + !"# and ! + !"# respectively. 
Similarly, in !"#مشا and !ال%$شا', the word !"# is in the middle of two words that is between ! + مش and !شا + !" 
respectively. In the same manner, in words such as !"نچ$ا and !"پشا, the word !"# appears in the end of these words. Our 
proposed model identifies them as a conjunction which increases the computational cost and algorithmic complexity. 
135 times out of 485, the word “!"#” is used as a conjunction that is 27% of its total occurrences. The remaining 73% 
i.e. 353 times, this word appeared as a part of other words or sometimes in a non-conjunction way. So we exclude it 
from list of conjunctions. Identifying them as a conjunction and as a part of other word is done manually.  
 
The word “!"#” and other words posing similar problem is an interesting discovery in this research. “!چنانچ” is also a 
conjunction word but in our existing corpus it does not appear even once. Our corpus is growing continuously. So 
therefore we hope this and other similar words will be encountered in the subsequent experiments.  Thus we did not 
exclude it from the list of conjunction word.  
 
Complexity of Urdu language increases when dealing with boundary markers. The Urdu boundary marking words may 
not always appear at the end of sentences but it can also be a part of other words which may be anywhere in sentences. 
Also, they may appear in the middle of sentences. Reaching a computational solution becomes more difficult when 
sometimes these are not used in the sense of boundary markers. For example, ہ"ں appears about 259 times in a single 
chunk of file. We carried out the same experiment on all 14 chunks. However, for simplicity we consider the example 
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of only first chunk here. It was not sure whether ہ"ں always appears as a boundary marker or a part of other words. In 
our experimentation we realize, that 154 time ہ"ں appeared as a boundary marker that is 59% and 105 times i.e. 41% it 
appeared as part of another word for example تمہ"ں ,%نہ"ں ,تنخو$ہ"ں ,نہ"ں. The experimentation continued on other boundary 
markers such as ت"ا. Frequency of ت"ا in a text is 67 and it appears in text about 26 times that is 38% as a boundary 
marker and 41 times that is 62% as part of other words.  
 
Most of the boundary markers are part of other words and to handle this we use bi-gram approach i.e. we combine it 
with the second closest word but using only bi-gram approach did not solve our problem because combination of these 
two words may also appear in middle of sentences, to tackle this issue we combine third closest word i.e. we use tri-
gram approach but still that did not solve our problem and the process continues. The solution to this problem was to 
use n-gram approach. Similarly, ت"ے appears in a text for 36 times and 100% it is used as a boundary marker. ت"ی 
appears 13 times in which 8 time that is 61% it appears as a boundary marker and 5 times that is 39% as part of other 
word or boundary marker i.e.  ت#"ں  and the same goes for other boundary markers. The above mention gazetteer list of 
delimiting words contains only 15 boundary markers and we have about 103 list of boundary markers created manually 
and the list is still in a growing process the more the list grows the more effective will be the results. Considering the 
corpus, we have, 103 is not a huge list of boundary markers but these are enough for our experimentation. The more the 
list grows the more processing is required because our workstations cannot handle that kind of processing very 
effectively and that makes our experimentation process slower, so we restricted list of boundary markers to 103. 
 
Initially there were 184 sentences with 20548 words in experiment 1. After compound and tokenization process we 
have 722 sentences. We got results for about 569 sentences that is 78% of sentences can be categorized as accurate or 
inaccurate sentences out of which 461 were accurately marked boundary markers that is 63% and 108 were marked 
inaccurate that is only 14%. This inaccuracy was due to existence of those boundary markers as a part of other words. 
Remaining 22% sentence were the one or two word sentences that appears because of two delimiting words in a single 
sentence. For example; 
 

ہے۔ گ#ا۔ ک"ا &نتظا! عا#ضی پر $ہا! ہی ن! #"! ہے موجو! پا$کنگ کوئی م"ں عالقو! قر#بی تو ن! ل"ے کے #ُ!  
 

 is second boundary marker and just a single word marked as separate sentence. There were 153 such kind of ہے
sentences which means that 22% sentences were useless and discarded accordingly.  

 

5. CONCLUSION: 

Our work regarding Compound Sentence Segmentation and Tokenization of large Sentences was pioneering work in 
Urdu. The results generated by our proposed system are promising. The results generated for a single chunk of file 
were generated manually. Therefore, we did not include other chunks of files. We realize that with having powerful 
servers and with increasing delimiting words gazetteer list, we can improve our results further. Beside generating 
statistical results, in future we will also analyze our model and its results by language expert, by comparing our 
automatically tokenized sentences with human manually tokenized sentences to analyze its coherence and readability.  
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